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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

Diagrams in this document and appendices from our London Power Networks licensed area are 

reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database 

right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100019826. Data has been added to 

the Ordnance Survey base map; all proprietary rights in such additional data are and shall remain the 

exclusive property of © London Power Networks plc or Eastern Power Networks plc or South Eastern 

Power Networks plc each being a distribution licensee under section 6(1)(c) of the Electricity Act 1989 

for the relevant distribution services area as that term is defined in such licensee’s distribution licence. 

All rights in such data reserved. 

Diagrams in this document and appendices from our South Eastern Power Networks licensed area are 

reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database 

right 2014. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100019450. Data has been added to 

the Ordnance Survey base map; all proprietary rights in such additional data are and shall remain the 

exclusive property of © South Eastern Power Networks plc or London Power Networks plc each being 

a distribution licensee under section 6(1)(c) of the Electricity Act 1989 for the relevant distribution 

services area as that term is defined in such licensee’s distribution licence. All rights in such data 

reserved. 

 
LEGAL NOTE  

1. UK Power Networks does not warrant that the information provided to you is correct. You rely upon 

it at your own risk. 

2. UK Power Networks does not exclude or limit its liability if it causes the death of any person or 

causes personal injury to a person where such death or personal injury is caused by its negligence.   

3. Subject to paragraph 2 UK Power Networks has no liability to you in contract, in tort (including 

negligence), for breach of statutory duty or otherwise for any loss, damage, cost, claims, demands, or 

expenses that you or any third party may suffer or incur as a result of using the information provided 

whether for physical damage to property or for any economic loss (including without limitation loss of 

profit, loss of opportunity, loss of savings, loss of goodwill, loss of business, loss of use) or any special 

or consequential loss or damage whatsoever.   

4. This plan has been provided to you on the basis of the terms of use set out in the covering letter 

that accompanies this plan. If you do not accept and/or do not understand the terms of use set out in 

the covering letter you must not use the plan and you must return it to the sender of the letter. 

5. You are responsible for the security of the information provided to you. It must not be given, sold or 

made available upon payment of a fee to a third party.  
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Executive Summary 
 

The overarching aim of the Flexible Urban Networks at Low Voltage (FUN-LV) project is to explore the 

use of power electronics devices (PEDs) to enable deferral of reinforcement and facilitate the 

connection of low carbon technologies and distributed generation in urban areas, by meshing existing 

networks which are not currently meshed, and by removing boundaries within existing meshed 

networks. 

During 2015 UK Power Networks has progressed from the development phase of the Method 1 

equipment, link box switches (LBS) and remote control circuit breakers (CBs), to the installation and 

commissioning of the equipment on LV networks in Brighton and London. Prior to deployment, the 

equipment successfully passed through two phases of testing, firstly Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) 

with EA Technology Ltd (EATL), the equipment supplier, and secondly the User Acceptance Tests 

(UAT) on a UK Power Networks LV test network. Subsequent to these tests being successfully 

completed, training sessions were held with operational staff from teams in Brighton and London; 

these provided necessary instruction on installation, commissioning and operation of the equipment. 

Installation teams were able to safely and successfully carry out the deployment phase of LBSs and 

remote control CBs with the support of EATL and the FUN-LV project team. The equipment has since 

demonstrated the intended functionality of remote and automated switching across both radial and 

interconnected networks, as confirmed through switching logs and reports. 

This report details the necessary and sufficient evidence to complete Successful Delivery Reward 

Criteria (SDRC) 9.2 “Successful and safe installation, commissioning and operation of LV switches 

and circuit breakers on LV networks”. 
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The SDRC matrix in Figure 1 illustrates on a high level how the SDRC 9.2 criteria are met in this 

report and its appendices. 
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LV switches and circuit breaker 
device approvals for 

application on UK Power 
Networks’ LV networks; 

 Approved EOS 09-0080 “LV Remote Control 

Equipment” (Appendix A) 

Published guidance document 

on the safe and appropriate 

installation of LV switches and 

circuit breaker devices; 

 Installation and commissioning steps in EOS 09-0080 

“LV Remote Control Equipment” (Appendix A) 

 Generic Task Risk Assessment  (Appendix B) 

 HSS 406 Operational Bulletin 131 (Appendix C) 

 Site Information Documents (Appendix D) 

LV switches and circuit 

breakers electrically connected 

to LV networks; 

 Installation Photos (report section 4.1 and 4.2) 

 FUN-LV CB Operations Instruction Card (Appendix E) 

 Asset Registration Entry (report section 4.5) 

Automated reconfiguration of 

radial networks is 

demonstrated; 

 Switching Logs (report section 5.1) 

Remote and automated 

switching between 

interconnected substations is 

demonstrated; and 

 Switching Logs (report section 6.1) 

Demonstration of other 

available modes of operation, 

where relevant. 

 Reverse Power Flow Protection (report section 7.1) 

 Radial Embedded Substation (report section 7.2) 

 Advanced Use Cases (Appendix F) 

Figure 1 SDRC 9.2 Matrix of Evidence 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Efforts to decarbonise electricity generation, heat and transport will place increasing demands on 

electricity distribution networks, particularly so for the low voltage (LV) networks closest to our 

customers, where Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) have the obligation of supplying customers 

within tightly defined voltage limits, which their devices have been designed to expect, and at a 

sufficient quality (harmonics, sags, swells and flicker). 

 

Interconnected networks, as suggested in the Ofgem transform model, offer one potential solution to 

this challenge. In interconnected networks, also termed as meshed networks, customers are supplied 

via two or more different routes through the LV network, with the result that their demand can be 

shared across substations. This can reduce loading on transformers, suppress voltage fluctuations, 

reduce losses, and customers benefit from in-built resilience to high voltage (HV) network faults.  UK 

Power Networks has run some parts of its networks meshed for many years. In urban and central 

business districts, both in UK Power Networks and other DNOs, there is potential for further meshing. 

 

The overarching aim of the FUN-LV project is to explore the use of PEDs to enable deferral of 

reinforcement and facilitate the connection of low carbon technologies and distributed generation in 

urban areas, by meshing existing networks which are not meshed, and by removing boundaries within 

existing meshed networks.  Power electronics allows the reversion of the meshed network to two 

radial networks in the event of a fault.   

 

The FUN-LV trials demonstrate three different Methods with increasing levels of capacity sharing 

functionality.  Method 1 uses remote control CBs and LBSs developed by TE Connectivity and 

supplied under licence by EA Technology Ltd.  The LBS replaces a solid link in the link box.  This 

equipment joins substations together providing uncontrolled levels of current flow.  Methods 2 and 3 

use two or three back-to-back power inverters, respectively, with a common DC busbar.  The inverters 

are controlled by an autonomous control system (developed by Project Partner Imperial College) that 

takes measurements from various points in the system and calculates the level of power flow required 

across the DC busbar.  Each inverter is able to import or export real and reactive power between 

different AC LV networks and the DC busbar, dependent on how the inverter is switched.  Methods 1 

and 3 are installed within distribution substations whereas Method 2 is installed as a piece of street 

furniture. 

1.2 Report Scope and Objectives 

This report details the necessary and sufficient evidence to complete SDRC 9.2 “Successful and safe 

installation, commissioning and operation of LV switches and circuit breakers on LV networks”: 

 LV switches and circuit breaker device approvals for application on UK Power Networks’ LV 
networks; 

 Published guidance document on the safe and appropriate installation of LV switches and 
circuit breaker devices; 

 LV switches and circuit breakers electrically connected to LV networks; 

 Automated reconfiguration of radial networks is demonstrated; 

 Remote and automated switching between interconnected substations is demonstrated; 
and 

 Demonstration of other available modes of operation, where relevant. 

The target audience for this report are Ofgem and DNOs seeking to understand the installation and 

commissioning necessary to deploy further examples of capacity sharing in their own networks. This 

report is to be publically available for sharing with wider stakeholders across the power industry and 

has been published on the UK Power Networks innovation website.   

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
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2. LV switches and circuit breaker device approvals for application on UK 
Power Networks’ LV networks 
 

UK Power Networks have established the use of Engineering Operating Standards (EOS) as the 

recognised practice for defining operational aspects of managing a distribution system and acquiring 

approval for equipment on these systems being applied in UK Power Networks’ license areas. The 

Engineering Operating Standard (EOS) 09-0080 “LV Remote Control Equipment” covers the approval 

of the remote control CBs and LBSs to be connected to LV networks, and has been signed by the 

Director of Asset Management. The standard applies to use of the LV remote control equipment being 

used in the FUN-LV project, and has been adapted to include Smart Urban LV Network (SULVN) 

project and other installations where incipient faults occur.  

 

Prior to receiving the above approval, the project progressed through several design and testing 

stages for the equipment. The design specification for the equipment was originally produced for the 

SULVN project and developed by TE Connectivity; this specification was further developed to suit 

applications on the FUN-LV project and supplied under license by EA Technology Ltd. The developed 

enhancements went through preliminary design and final design approvals before being connected to 

test networks for User Acceptance Testing (UAT) and finally being deployed on LV networks in 

Brighton and London as part of the FUN-LV trials.  

 

A copy of the approved standard can also be found in Appendix A – EOS 09-0080 “LV Remote 

Control Equipment”. 
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3. Published guidance document on the safe and appropriate installation 
of LV switches and circuit breaker devices 

 

The Engineering Operating Standard (EOS) 09-0080 “LV Remote Control Equipment” describes all 

operational aspects of the system and provides the required information to safely install, commission, 

operate and remove the LV remote control and automation equipment. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of this 

report summarises elements from EOS 09-0080; a copy of the Engineering Operating Standard for LV 

remote control equipment, complete with instructive photos and diagrams, can be found in Appendix A 

– EOS 09-0080 “LV Remote Control Equipment”. 

 

Additional safety and installation documents were prepared in the form of an operational bulletin, 

Generic Task Risk Assessment (GTRA) and site information documents. Section 3.3 and 3.4 of this 

report summarise these documents. 

3.1 System Overview 

The LV remote control equipment covered in EOS 09-0080 outlines a system including several new 

network components. These are shown in Figure 2, and are listed below: 

 LV remote control circuit breakers which retrofit to the majority of LV distribution boards, in 
place of existing LV fuse carriers; 

 Link box switches which retrofit to the more recent Prysmian link boxes;  

 New Gateway (RTU) unit, which will provide SCADA connectivity to the devices, allowing 
LV control engineers to monitor and to remotely reconfigure the LV network; and 

 Power data busbar, which provide power supply and communications between the remote 
control CBs and Gateway. 

Figure 2 System Overview 
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Figure 3 illustrates the connection guide and includes the modifications as part of the new ‘Alvin’ 
product range. Remote control circuit breakers supplied with this product name are not backward 
compatible with other supplied circuit breakers. 

 

Figure 3 Alvin PDB-ES connection guide line 
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Fig.1 Alvin PDB-ES connection guide line  
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3.2 Installation and Commissioning Procedures 

3.2.1 Gateway (RTU) and Circuit Breakers 

The equipment that is installed in secondary substations includes the Gateway (RTU), Power and 

Data Bus, Circuit Breakers and 12v batteries. Figure 4 shows the substation equipment and required 

connections. 

Figure 4 Substation Equipment Overview 

The above overview illustrates the general component connections as portrayed in EOS 09-0080. 

Further photos of specific sites from the FUN-LV installations are presented in Section 4 of this report. 

Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the Gateway (RTU), Power Data Bus – Energy Storage 

(PDB-ES) and single phase circuit breaker respectively, as developed by EA Technology for the FUN-

LV trials. 

 

Figure 5 Gateway (RTU) 
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Figure 6 Alvin PDB-ES cable installation (Power Data Bus)  

 

Figure 7 Single Phase Circuit Breaker  
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Fig.2 Alvin PDB-ES cable installation  Where: 
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2. PLC cable  
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5. Modbus and power supply cable  

6. Alvin Recloser main cable 
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The following steps summarise the on-site process for installing the Gateway (RTU) and remote 

control CBs. These do not cover the system setup and configuration - for full instructions please refer 

to EOS 09-0080, Section 9 – Commissioning and Installation Procedure, Appendix A. 

 

No. Installation Step Description 

1 
Prior to undertaking any work, Contact LV Control and the Gateway (RTU) desk to confirm that they have received the 

relevant commissioning documentation, and are available to support the installation. 

2 Complete on-site risk assessment and put into place any identified risk mitigation measures. 

3 Install Gateway and Power & Data bus. 

4 Put  the Gateway in Local Mode, by rotating the Local/Remote selector until the Local LED is illuminated 

5 

Install Circuit Breakers to one way of the LV board as follows: 

NOTE: CBs shall be installed one LV way at a time. 

a) Apply back-feed to LV way where the CBs are to be installed. b) If necessary, remove the LV fuses from the LV 

distribution board where the CBs are to be installed, and then check state of LV Network with an approved testing device 

(e.g. test lamp). c) On the CB to be installed, ensure CB series fuse is in place and the CB is open. d) Loosen CB 

thumbscrews, install CB to LV board, and tighten CB thumbscrews while supporting CB weight to secure CB to LV 

board. e) Repeat for remaining two CBs to be installed to the LV way. 

6 
Ensure fuse selection on CB reflects size of fuse installed (press fuse selection toggle button to switch between 315A 

and 400A settings). 

7 

When all CBs are installed to the first LV way make the following connections to the Power Data Bus: 

a) Connect PLC connectors from PDB to Circuit breakers. 

NOTE: There are only 3 PLC connections per Gateway, and they can be connected to any three Circuit Breakers on the 

same LV way, providing that the correct phasing is maintained, as shown below. 

b) Connect the Power & Data (MODBUS) cables to each CB from the PDB (any socket on the PDB can be used). 

8 

Set the Circuit Breaker address to match the settings provided by the on-site commissioning engineer by pressing the 

Address (A) button on the CB until it displays the required port and phase. 

NOTE: No two CBs installed to the same LV board should have the same phase designation and port number. 

If the CBs on an LV board are addressed correctly, the following will be true: 

 All CBs on the same way should have the same port number 

 The phase indicator LED (L1, L2, L3) must match the phase that the CB is installed to. 

 The addresses on the CBs will match the CB address info card by the Gateway. 

9 
Affix the CB address information card onto the substation wall next to the Gateway. This info card will be provided by the 

on-site commissioning engineer. 

10 
Contact the RTU desk and run through RTU & CB connectivity checks as per the substation commissioning flowchart 

and the EOS 09-0080C LV commissioning checklist.  A copy of the commissioning flowchart is shown in Figure 8. 

11 
If commissioning checks are successful, put RTU in remote mode, contact LV Control and request that a Close and 

Open command is performed on each CB. 

 

 Table 1 Summary of installation steps for Gateway (RTU) and Circuit Breakers 
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The substation commissioning process is summarised in the following flowchart: 

Figure 8 Substation Commissioning Flowchart Diagram 
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3.2.2 Link box Devices 

The equipment that has been installed on the network link boxes (as opposed to inside the substation) 

includes the LBS controller, LBSs and link box dummy cover. Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and 

Figure 12 illustrate these components, as well as specialist tools required for installation. 

 

 
Figure 9 Link Box Switch Dummy Cover 

 

 

Figure 10 Link Box Switch 

 

 

Figure 11 Link Box Controller 
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Figure 12 Specific tools required to install the LV Automation link box equipment 
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The following steps summarise the on-site process for installing the link box devices.  These do not 

cover the system setup and configuration - for full instructions please refer to EOS 09-0080, Section 9 

– Commissioning and Installation Procedure, Appendix A. 

 

No. Installation Step Description 

1 
Prior to undertaking any work, Contact LV Control, and the RTU desk, to confirm that they have received the relevant 

commissioning documentation, and are available to support the installation. 

2 Complete on-site risk assessment, and put into place any identified risk mitigation measures. 

3 Set any substation Gateway (RTU) that is supplying the LBs, where equipment is being installed to local mode. 

4 

Remove link box pavement cover and standard diving bell cover, then verify quadrant destinations: 

a) If LB controller can be installed so that Q1 destination matches the commissioning sheet Q1destination details (and 

therefore the LV diagram) go to step 5. b) If it is not possible to install LB controller so that its Q1 destination matches the 

commissioning sheet, contact the RTU desk. c) The RTU desk will amend the LV diagram with the agreed updated LB 

orientation details. 

5 Reconfigure LV network so that the LB links where switches are to be installed can be removed (e.g. apply backfeed). 

6 
Attach link box neutral connector to the link box neutral stalk, and then tighten the neutral wedge clamping mechanism 

with the 10mm insulated nut spinner. 

7 

Working on one quadrant/pocket at a time install the link box switches as follows:  

a) Using test lamp, ensure that LV network is configured as expected, and no faults are present. b) Remove all links from 

quadrant where switches are to be installed. c) Check that the switches to be installed are in the open position, with an 

approved testing device. IMPORTANT: A Switch shall not be installed to a link box if it is closed. d) Install the OPEN 

switch into the link box, and tighten the LB wedge clamp retaining screws, with a 5mm long reach insulated Allen key tool 

e) Repeat steps a – d for all switches in the quadrant. 

8 Repeat step 7 for all quadrants/pockets to be installed. 

9 Install switch blanks to Quadrants/Pockets where switches are not to be installed. 

10 Connect the neutral cable to the reverse of the link box control panel. 

11 
Place the control panel on top of the switches face up and reconnect the switches to the control panel. Ensure that all 

switch leads and connectors are accessible, and not trapped under the controller. 

12 

Connect each switch plug to the relevant socket on the control panel. 

a) Locate the plug into the controller socket with the clip facing upwards. b) Gently push the plug/connector into the 

socket until it is heard clicking into place. c) Repeat for each switch in the Link box. 

13 Attach supplied traffolyte label to the inside of the link box to mark the Quadrant 1 location.  

14 Verify that the Link Box Control Panel has power and is correctly displaying the state of the switches. 

15 Press the LED TEST button to ensure that all LEDs are working (the LED Test button illuminates all control board LEDs) 

16 

After the control panel has been powered up for a period of about 2 minutes the SYS-Fail LED will go out, and shortly 

afterwards the COMMS LED should start flashing, indicating that the LB controller is communicating with the control 

system (note requires one switch to be closed towards a substation). 

17 

Contact the RTU desk and verify link box SCADA connectivity as follows. 

a) Confirm that RTU desk can connect to the link box and read analogues / switch-states.  Follow the link box flowchart 

Figure 13 and EOS 09-0080C LV commissioning sheet. b) Place the Link Box Controller in Remote mode by pressing 

local/remote button until the remote LED is illuminated. Confirm with RTU desk. c) Trigger an FPI from a switch and 

confirm that the Gateway (RTU) Desk receives a corresponding FPI alarm. d) Confirm with RTU desk that the FPI alarm 

received was for the correct switch, and then repeat the process for one switch in each Quadrant. 

e) Ask RTU desk to confirm that the dummy switch is operating as expected. 

18 
Contact LV Control to verify correct operation of switches, by asking LV Control engineer to perform an operation on each 

switch (ensuring backfeed is in place, and operation of switches does not interrupt supplies) 

19 
Ask LV Control to put link box back to normal running arrangement, by remotely operating the switches and verify that the 

switches have operated as expected 

20 Install modified diving bell cover, and bell cover retaining strap, and then replace LB pavement cover. 

Table 2 Summary of installation steps for Link Box Devices 
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The Link Box commissioning process is summarised in the following flowchart: 

Figure 13 Link Box Switch Commissioning Flowchart Diagram 
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3.3 Safety Documents 

Task risk assessments are required to identify and describe typical safety considerations and risk 

control measures to accompany installations on the network. Operational and installation activities 

concerning PEDs highlight common risks, which have been compiled into a Generic Task Risk 

Assessment (GTRA) for FUN-LV installation works. This document identifies risks including heavy 

load lifting, falling load, contact with electricity, working at height, as well as control measures to 

mitigate the severity or probability of such risks occurring. The GTRA is used to form a high-level risk 

assessment for installation teams; this is accompanied by staff conducting a Point of Work Risk 

Assessment (PoWRA) on site as required by UK Power Networks’ normal operating procedures. 

 

A copy of the GTRA for FUN-LV Installation Works can be found in Appendix B – Generic Task Risk 

Assessment for PED Installation. 

 

UK Power Networks use the distribution of operation bulletins and alerts to raise general awareness to 

relevant teams when new safety recommendations, procedures and equipment are being applied to 

the network. This is to ensure that safe and appropriate actions are undertaken by subsequent 

personnel who may experience scenarios relating to the bulletin. For the FUN-LV project, it was 

necessary to provide an operational bulletin while the equipment is deployed and for the duration of 

the trials. It was considered that the appropriate route of communication for this was to circulate an 

operational bulletin via email to departments including;  

 Asset Management;  

 Network Operations (control and field);  

 Connections; and  

 Safety.  

 

This bulletin details the sites being affected by the trials, the function of the equipment, the type of 

connection to the network and relevant personnel to contact. This list of sites was valid of time of 

issuing the policy and will be updated to match installations in due course. 

 

A copy of the operational bulletin, can be found in Appendix C – HSS 406 Operational Bulletin 131. 

3.4 Site Information Documents 

To accompany the detailed guidance provided in EOS 09-0080, documents were created for each site 

containing specific site information and connection arrangements for the PED equipment being 

installed. The installation teams and lead field engineers are the primary recipients of the site 

information documents, as these dictate the necessary information, analogous to the format as 

required in a task instruction associated with typical business as usual works. Each document details 

the following: 

 Specific site job number that will be referenced in booking labour and materials to individual 
trial sites. Such entries will be useful in illustrating variances in particular costs for 
comparable site works. 

 Particular window for installation works taking place in line with the overall project delivery 
schedule. 

 Relevant network records, including Geoview LV mains records, to understand connectivity 
and geographic map Netmap drawings) to understand plan and cross-sectional layouts for 
underground cables. 

 Glossary of definitions affiliated with the PED equipment, installation schematics and 
specific site considerations. 

Copies of the Site Information Documents for Method 1 sites can be found in Appendix D – Site 

Information Documents. 
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4. LV switches and circuit breakers electrically connected to LV networks 
 

Link box switches and remote control circuit breaker installations were carried out across London and 

Brighton LV network areas during May and June 2015. These installations are for the selected sites 

identified in SDRC 9.1 ‘Successful completion of design and planning for power electronics’; selected 

sites and site IDs were listed as part of the SDRC 9.1 submission. The following sections demonstrate 

the evidence of the equipment being electrically connected to the LV network for the FUN-LV trials. 

4.1 SPN Installation Photos 

The photos displayed below demonstrate a sample of the installations completed at Site SPN 1.4, 

523654 – Royal Alexandra Hospital. This site depicts the Method 1 variant without LBSs (remote 

control CBs only). Complete photo records were captured for other Method 1 installation sites and are 

available on request. 

 

 

Figure 14 Installation Photos - Site SPN 1.4 - Royal Alexandra Hospital  
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4.2 LPN Installation Photos 

The photos displayed below demonstrate a sample of the installations completed at Site LPN 1.4i, 

320157 – Edgware Road. This site depicts the Method 1 variant with substation (remote control CBs) 

and link box (LBSs) equipment. Complete photo records were captured for other Method 1 installation 

sites and are available on request. 

 

Figure 15 Installation Photos - Site LPN 1.4i - Edgware Road 
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4.3 FUN-LV Instruction Card 

In addition to the comprehensive guidance described in EOS 09-0080, a simplified instruction card 

was created to be displayed in sites where equipment has been installed for the FUN-LV trials. This 

serves as a summary document of key information in regards to operations with the equipment and 

direction for further guidance. The instruction card was laminated and displayed in all substations 

following installation of LV remote control equipment. 

 

A copy of the FUN-LV Instruction Card can be found in Appendix E – FUN-LV CB Operations 

Instruction Card. 

4.4 POF Diagram 

As specified in the commissioning procedure (refer to Section 3), following equipment installation the 

arrangement and configuration is verified on PowerOn. The developed diagrams include schematics 

of the operational state and configuration of the remote control CBs and link box, examples of these 

diagrams for FUN-LV trial networks are illustrated in Figure 16. The diagram on the left illustrates 

three single phase circuit breakers on one LV way (port) of the LV board; the diagrams on the right 

illustrate four quadrants in a four way link box with LBSs installed. Further detail regarding the use of 

symbols and PowerOn diagrams will be covered in detail in SDRC 9.3 report’ Integration of IT systems 

to facilitate the planning and operation of LV networks’. 

 

 

Figure 16 PowerOn Diagrams – LV Circuit Breakers and Link Box Devices 
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4.5 Asset Registration  

The recognised procedure following installation of equipment on the network is to enter the equipment 

details into the business asset registration database. The LV remote control equipment consists of 

several components with details including serial number, circuit name and manufacturers’ detail. Table 

3, Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 below demonstrate templates of the entries for site installed 

equipment on the asset registration database.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Asset Registration Entry – Circuit Breaker  

Table 4 Asset Registration Entry – Link Box Switch 
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Table 5 Asset Registration Entry – Link Box Control Panel  

Table 6 Asset Registration Entry – Gateway (RTU) 
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5. Automated reconfiguration of radial networks is demonstrated 
 

The LV remote control equipment has been developed to conduct remote as well as automated 

reconfiguration of LV networks. On radial networks, the equipment was intended to facilitate capacity 

sharing by closing a Normal Open Point (NOP) at either a link box or LV board in the substation. The 

functionality of capacity sharing is accompanied by remote and automated switching in the event of a 

fault.  

 

In traditional radial network arrangements, source substations supply the adjacent LV network through 

LV feeder spurs and capacity sharing does not take place from neighbouring secondary substations 

on the surrounding LV network. As part of the Method 1 trials being conducted in previously radial 

networks, the LV remote control equipment was deployed to form a meshed network and enable 

reconfiguration via remote and automated switching. 

 

Following deployment of the equipment on the radial network, remote reconfiguration was conducted 

to commission the network in a meshed configuration. An example of remote switching taking place on 

the FUN-LV trials radial network with successful operation of the equipment is evidenced in the 

switching log Figure 17 below. As no faults have occurred on trial site networks since installations, 

automated reconfiguration has only been successfully demonstrated by simulated faults both on the 

LV test network for UAT and by EATL as part of the FAT. 

 

5.1 Switching Log 

In the switching log below; the port refers to the LV way on the LV board, L3 refers to the third phase 

(on port 1) and FPI refers to the Fault Passage Indicator. In this case, the circuit breaker on phase 3 of 

port 1 is remotely and individually selected (line numbers 2, 6, 10, 15) before being instructed to close 

(line numbers 8 and 17) and open (line number 4 and 12), therefore reconfiguring a radial network. 

 

Figure 17 Switching Log – Radial Network Reconfiguration 

NUM TYPE TIME STAMP EVENT DESCRIPTION

1 Info     14:57:20.870 19/06/2015  Administrator: Select Request, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

2 Info     14:57:20.970 19/06/2015  SELECT OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

3 Info     14:57:22.670 19/06/2015  Administrator: DEVICE SELECTED TO OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

4 Info     14:57:33.820 19/06/2015  OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

5 Info     14:57:49.770 19/06/2015  Administrator: Select Request, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

6 Info     14:57:49.870 19/06/2015  SELECT CLOSE, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

7 Info     14:57:53.070 19/06/2015  Administrator: DEVICE SELECTED TO CLOSE, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

8 Info     14:58:04.070 19/06/2015  CLOSED, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

9 Info     14:58:13.640 19/06/2015  Administrator: Select Request, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

10 Info     14:58:13.740 19/06/2015  SELECT OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

11 Info     14:58:18.840 19/06/2015  Administrator: DEVICE SELECTED TO OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

12 Info     14:58:30.140 19/06/2015  OPEN, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

13 Info     14:58:40.040 19/06/2015  DNP, Fault Connect Request, IP: 10.47.30.166 Port: 20000

14 Info     14:58:46.840 19/06/2015  Administrator: Select Request, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

15 Info     14:58:46.940 19/06/2015  SELECT CLOSE, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

16 Info     14:58:49.840 19/06/2015  Administrator: DEVICE SELECTED TO CLOSE, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3

17 Info     14:59:01.140 19/06/2015  CLOSED, Nelson Street Board 1 CH, Port 1: L3
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6. Remote and automated switching between interconnected substations 
is demonstrated 

 

The LV remote control equipment has been developed to conduct remote as well as automated 

reconfiguration of LV networks. Between interconnected substations, the equipment can facilitate 

more flexibility and advanced control in reconfiguring these networks as well as fault restoration 

capabilities. 

 

In traditional interconnected network arrangements there is already capacity sharing taking place 

between secondary substations. In this arrangement multiple source substations supply the same LV 

network in parallel; using either solid links or fuses in link boxes and LV boards, where there would 

otherwise be a NOP (as in a radial network). As part of the Method 1 trials in interconnected networks, 

the LV remote control equipment was deployed to enable LV network monitoring capability as well as 

remote and automated switching, as opposed to local LV switching and fault restoration being carried 

out manually by fusing teams.  

 

In the event of a fault on the interconnected network, the automated protection at the substation 

(remote control CBs) operates to sectionalise the network and prevent further fault current being 

passed and causing damage to network assets. The section of the network on which the fault occurs 

is then assessed through a test signal sent by the remote control CBs before attempting to reclose the 

circuit breaker and re-energise the network. The control engineer (administrator) is able to poll the 

circuit breakers and then remotely conduct any further switching operations as required. An example 

of this scenario taking place on the FUN-LV trials on interconnected network with successful operation 

of the equipment is evidenced in the switching log, Figure 18 below. 

 

6.1 Switching Log 

In the switching log below; the port refers to the LV way on the LV board, L1 refers to the first phase 

(on Port 1), Quad 1: L3 refers to third quadrant and third phase, and FPI refers to the Fault Passage 

Indicator. In this case, the FPIs detect the fault (line numbers 1-2), the circuit breaker on phase 1 of 

port 1 trips (line numbers 3-5), and the same circuit breaker successfully recloses (line number 6-9).  

 

Figure 18 Switching Log – Interconnected Network Site 

NUM TYPE TIME STAMP EVENT DESCRIPTION

1 Alarm 11:00:16.930 22/06/20 FPI Operated, C52-CH Way an, Port 1: L1

2 Alarm 11:00:17.130 22/06/20 FPI Operated, C52_2, Quad 1: L3

3 Info 11:00:44.110 22/06/20 DNP, Fault Connect Fail, IP: 192.168.2.100 Port: 20000

4 Info 11:01:04.730 22/06/20 LOCAL CB OPEN, C52-CH Way an, Port 1: L1

5 Alarm 11:01:06.130 22/06/20 Breaker Tripped, C52-CH Way an, Port 1: L1

6 Info 11:01:54.110 22/06/20 DNP, Fault Connect Request, IP: 192.168.2.100 Port: 20000

7 Info 11:03:09.110 22/06/20 DNP, Fault Connect Fail, IP: 192.168.2.100 Port: 20000

8 Info 11:03:26.330 22/06/20 LOCAL CB CLOSE, C52-CH Way an, Port 1: L1

9 Alarm 11:03:27.730 22/06/20 Successful Reclose, C52-CH Way an, Port 1: L1
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7. Demonstration of other available modes of operation, where relevant  
 

During the site selection phase and trial design it was observed that several other modes of operation 

(in addition to capacity sharing) would enhance the functionalities demonstrated on the trial networks. 

The LV remote control equipment was designed to automatically restore LV faults; this was specified 

in the use cases defined during the project bid stage. This scenario involves a fault occurring on a 

network connected to a Method 1 solution with LBSs and remote control CBs. The fault current 

automatically opens remote control CBs at the LV boards on both ends of the faulted LV main and 

therefore de-energising the circuit. The LBSs, positioned in a link box mid-way along this circuit, 

remotely open to sectionalise the LV main before the integrated monitoring equipment detects on 

which section of the LV main is faulty. Remote control CBs then close to re-energise the ‘healthy’ 

section of the LV main (between link box and LV board at one end), the network has now been 

reconfigured to safely restore sections that have not been affected by the fault.  

 

Two new modes of operation (advanced use cases) were investigated to cater for inherent 

characteristics of existing interconnected network arrangements; connection of Radial Embedded 

Substations (RES) and providing reverse power flow protection. 

7.1 Reverse Power Flow Protection 

Traditionally distribution networks were designed to cater for power flowing in one direction; from 

source to supply. However, following an increase in distribution generation and meshed networks, this 

can no longer be assumed to be the case and instead it is necessary to design for reverse power flow. 

If not appropriately managed, this occurrence can result in problems including voltage management, 

opposite current direction, protection failure and thermal overload.  

 

In the example of a HV fault scenario on a meshed network, it is possible (depending on the type of 

fault) that, even after sectionalising the fault on the HV network, the LV network could contribute fault 

current to the affected network.  The illustration in Figure 19 shows red arrows depicting the typical 

flow of power and a purple arrow for the reverse power flow towards the fault. This result would 

compromise operational safety as well as assets experiencing thermal overload. 

 

Figure 19 Scenario for reverse power flow issues 
 
The project trial designs have taken such scenarios into consideration and proposed the following 
recommendations for LV remote control equipment (where substations are not already provided with 
transformer ACBs and commissioned Reverse Power Relays):  
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 The transformer demand or all network LV ways are monitored (for all substations 
connected to LB switch), and the sum of the reverse power calculated (for this purpose it is 
not essential that LV service ways are monitored).  

 If the reverse power sum of the LV ways exceeds the full rated transformer load for more 
than a specified time then:  

o The LV CB(s) at that substation should be tripped on reverse power flow; and  
o The status is alarmed back to control.  

 Radial networks: Need to provide adequate time for MSS HV CB protection to operate and 
CB to trip. This normally takes less than 0.5 second, but allow 1 second for long circuits 
with slow CBs. 

 Meshed HV network: Similar to above, but for ring CBs and MSS HV CBs to trip normally 
takes less than 1 second, but can be up to 2 seconds with slow CBs.  

The diagram in Figure 20, shows how remote control CBs operate in the event of reverse flow. Fuses 

at a, b, c and d are replaced by circuit breakers, which are configured to appropriate levels of reverse 

power. 

 

Figure 20 LV CB operation under reverse power 

 

Further detail on reverse power protection and the mechanisms designed for the equipment to operate 

under these conditions can be found in Appendix F – Advanced Use Cases. 

7.2 Radial Embedded Substations (RES) 

In the interconnected network there is a risk of high fault current occurring due to multiple substations 

supplying an LV network area and resulting in lower overall impedance in the event of a fault. To 

accommodate this condition, some substations are electrically isolated therefore do not contribute to 

the interconnected network fault current; these substations have been labelled as Radial Embedded 

Substations (RES).  

 

RES sites have a single LV cable connected to an interconnected network, however this connection is 

typically isolated by a normal open at the LV board and only temporarily closed to the LV network to 

provide LV supply in the event of maintenance. It was proposed to close this open point with the use 

of remote control CBs. The remote control CBs are being trialled in interconnected networks at RES 

sites, often in conjunction with other PEDs that allow the fault level to be constrained or even reduced. 

The use of RES sites is first mentioned in Section 7.4 of the SDRC 9.1 Appendix ‘Site Selection 

Criteria and Approach’. 

 

The circuit breakers will have fast set protection which disconnects the RES substation from the 

interconnected group allowing the conventional fuses to clear the fault. 

1) If there is a fault at or above substation 2, fault current will flow from 1 and 3. 

2) Circuit breakers b and c will detect high levels of reverse power flow, and will trip.  

Similarly, for a fault at substation 1, circuit breaker a will detect revere power and trip to protect the transformer. 
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Appendix A – EOS 09-0080 “LV Remote Control Equipment” 
 

Please see the separate document for this appendix, this is also available on the innovation website. 

 

Appendix B – Generic Task Risk Assessment for PED Installation 
 

Please see the separate document for this appendix*. 

 

Appendix C – HSS 406 Operational Bulletin 131 
 

Please see the separate document for this appendix*. The list of sites is valid at time of issuing the 

policy and will be updated to match installations in due course. 

 

Appendix D – Site Information Documents 
 

Please see the separate documents for this appendix*. 

 

Appendix E – FUN-LV CB Operations Instruction Card  
 

Please see the separate document for this appendix, this is also available on the innovation website. 

 

Appendix F – Advanced Use Cases 
 

Please see the separate document for this appendix, this is also available on the innovation website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* These documents are relevant for internal purposes and therefore not made available on the innovation website. 

http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/
http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Flexible-Urban-Networks-Low-Voltage/

